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DevSecOps and intelligent observability —  
Migrating and modernizing Federal agencies  
with confidence

Release secure software, faster on AWS with Dynatrace
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Introduction

Your hybrid cloud environment and complex cloud technologies are 

constantly evolving to meet your agency’s mission needs, satisfy  

your stakeholders’ expectations and modernization objectives  

and comply with performance mandates. Software development  

cycles have accelerated accordingly. DevOps practices are a leading  

enabler of rapid and continuous development and support the agility  

to deploy new applications and updates in hours or days versus  

the old weeks, months, or years.

But speed and agility cannot come at the expense of security, and  

application security practices are often seen as an impediment to that  

very speed and agility. DevSecOps practices can resolve this conflict  

by incorporating application security early as an integral and integrated  

part of the development process.
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This eBook will:

Review  

a DevSecOps approach

Provide guidance on security  

tools, technology, and practices  

to support the DevSecOps  

process across the application 

delivery lifecycle

Examine how agencies can 

reduce security risks without 

de-railing development time by 

leveraging the power of automatic  

and intelligent observability

Highlight the benefits of  

collaboration across development  

and security teams to enable  

a better, faster, software build  

without compromising security  

on AWS with Dynatrace
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DevSecOps and Intelligent Observability 

DevSecOps is the seamless integration of security testing and protection throughout  

the software development and deployment lifecycle. Like DevOps, DevSecOps is as much  

about culture and shared responsibility as it is about any specific technology or techniques.  

Also, like DevOps, the goals of DevSecOps are to release better, secure software to meet  

mission demands and detect and respond to software flaws in production faster and with  

more efficiency.

What is DevSecOps? 
CHAPTER 1
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DevSecOps connects three different disciplines:  
development, security, and operations. 

The goal is to seamlessly integrate security into your continuous integration and continuous delivery (CI/CD)  

pipeline in both pre-production (dev) and production (ops) environments. 

Development

Development teams create and iterate  
on new software applications. This includes:

•  Custom, built-in-house apps designed  
for a single, specific purpose

•  API-driven connections that bridge the gap 
between legacy systems and new services

•  Apps that leverage open-source code  
to accelerate the development process

Modern development practices rely on agile 
models that prioritize continuous improvement. If 
developers work in isolation without considering 
operations and security, new applications  
or features may introduce operational issues 
or security vulnerabilities that are costly and 
time-consuming to address.

Operations

Operations manages the software functionality  
throughout its delivery and use, and includes:

• Monitoring system performance

• Repairing defects

• Testing after updates and changes

• Tuning the software release system

DevOps combines development cycles with key 
operational  principles. They now co-exist,  
removing silos, creating a more streamlined  
software workflow, reducing deployment time, 
and increasing overall efficiency.

Security

Security refers to all the tools and techniques 
needed to:

• Design and build software that resists attacks

•  Detect and respond to defects — or actual 
intrusions — rapidly

Historically, application security has been 
addressed after app development and by  
a separate team, slowing down develpment.  
This also made it hard for anyone to have  
an agency-wide view of security issues,  
or to understand any of the software risks  
in the context of the production environment.

Removing this silo and merging it into the  
DevOps process speeds up the development 
process and response time.
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Early adoption 
with Dev teams
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The modern cloud complexity wall

More and more agencies are using 

cloud-native technologies and  

platforms like Kubernetes and 

microservices. If not addressed,  

the complexities that modern  

clouds bring, stretches IT teams  

to their limits, creating gaps in  

security, and slowing the pace of 

innovation that Federal agencies 

need to meet their mission goals. 

Security is a top priority for all  

agencies, and there is always room 

for higher confidence in security 

operations. As cloud technologies 

support ever increasing scale, and 

regulatory compliance becomes 

more complex, many agencies  

are looking for new solutions. 

Conventional tools just are not  

up to the task of modern, dynamic 

cloud environments. 

At some point, usually right around 

the time when all development 

becomes cloud native and DevOps 

processes become the norm, the 

combined operational complexity 

causes organizations to hit a wall. 

The pace of DevOps and the  

occasional lack of development 

security discipline worries the  

security team, while the DevOps 

team perceives the security team  

as slow, inflexible, and dated.

This wall is when the old way of 

doing things no longer works, and 

a different approach is needed to 

continue the pace of innovation. By 

making application security part of 

a unified DevSecOps process, from 

initial design to eventual implemen-

tation, agencies can align the most 

important components of software 

creation, delivery and security.
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DevSecOps and Intelligent Observability 

One of the key elements of modern applications is software delivery that uses automation, 

abstraction, and standardization. Frameworks and tooling take away the complexity  

of provisioning and configuring resources. Automated release pipelines, including continuous 

integration and continuous deployment (CI/CD), enable teams to rapidly test and release lots  

of code while minimizing errors. Standardization through infrastructure as code templates  

provision the entire technology stack for an application through code, ensuring teams meet 

company requirements.

Applying best practices  
and tools across DevSecOps 

CHAPTER 2
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A good consideration for application security platforms for DevSecOps 

are those that support continuous security that natively integrates into 

all stages of the software development life cycle—from development  

to production. 

These platforms can provide deep insights based on instrumentation 

that can also help you identify security, risk, and compliance problem 

areas.

You need to have security in the pipeline  
that includes:

• Code analysis 

• Software composition analysis 

• Vulnerability scanning 

• Hash verification 

• Infrastructure as code scanning 

• SAST, DAST, RASP 

• Continuous security

• And more 

However, you also need to secure the pipeline itself, including protecting 

environments, providing the right levels of access, and putting measures  

in place that enable you to pass audits.
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Security awareness  

and ownership

Everyone involved with software develop-
ment and operations should be aware of 
security fundamentals and have a sense of 
ownership in the results. 

The philosophy “security is everyone’s 
responsibility” should be a part of your IT 
team’s DevSecOps culture.

Automate operations  

for fast results

To align with the high degree of  
automation present in most CI/CD tool 
chains, your DevSecOps security tooling 
needs to run with complete automation — 
no manual steps, no configurations,  
no custom scripts — and produce results  
in near-real-time as quality and speed  
are a high priority for modern, agile 
DevOps teams.

Wide scope

Your security tooling should observe 
deeply, in real-time, across all types  
of compute environments including 
containers, Kubernetes, serverless, PaaS, 
hybrid clouds, and multi-clouds, with no 
blind spots and silos. 

This view is needed on all applications, 
even those from third parties for which 
you may have no source code at all.

What are helpful performance indicators (KPIs)  
to measure the quality of your DevSecOps initiative?

The goals of DevSecOps are to release better software, faster and detect and respond to software flaws  

in production faster and more efficiently. So what are the capabilities your team can cultivate to better achieve them?  
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What are helpful performance indicators (KPIs)  
to measure the quality of your DevSecOps initiative?

Shift-left and shift-right

Much has been written about the benefits 
of conducting security assessments early in 
the software development lifecycle (“shift-
left”) before vulnerabilities find their way 
into production. 

However, DevSecOps also needs to extend 
to production environments (“shift-right”) 
because this is where most attacks take 
place. Scanning source code can’t give 
you the same rich insights you can get 
by observing the application when it is 
running in production; some applications 
may not have run through dev, so they 
were never scanned. 

To detect new zero-day vulnerabilities,  
you need to monitor existing applications 
in your production environment.

Accuracy

Automation is important, but you also 
need accuracy and quality. 

In our recent CISO survey, 77% of respon-
dents said most security alerts and vulner-
abilities they receive from their current 
security tools are false positives that don’t 
require action, because they’re not actual 
exposures.  

To achieve DevSecOps efficiency, you need 
tests that eliminate false positives and 
false negatives, and improve the informa-
tion for your remediation team.

Developer acceptance

Everything about your DevSecOps 
program needs to be accepted by the 
people who will be developing the  
software, running the tests, scanning  
for vulnerabilities, and remediating  
the security issues that are found.
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Is your tooling the same from dev to production,  
or how do you get important feedback?

If your dev, QA, performance, and production 

functions have their own sets of tools, you’ll 

experience breaks in operational continuity 

across the application lifecycle. And you  

might be missing out on critical feedback in 

each stage of the application lifecycle that 

could affect your development, iterations,  

and delivery dates. This cycle happens in  

days, or in some cases, hours. Dev, QA, and 

security teams are going through their cycles, 

and insights may be missed.

These could have been spotted and fixed 

early, but potentially weeks down the line 

each phase will have to be re-examined. And 

this is just for one application. Now apply this 

to thousands of developers and hundreds of 

applications, and you’ll quickly see how this 

not only costs your agency time-to-benefit, 

but also becomes a larger resource burden  

and increases risk. 

Find the right security tooling and technology 

and integrate it into your DevOps workflow  

to address development in the data center, 

cloud or cloud-native technologies and  

platforms like Kubernetes and microservices. 

The deeper your visibility to the complete 

cloud environment, and the more robust  

scaling your DevSecOps tooling has, the more 

you can fully integrate it into your DevSecOps 

processes and “know the unknowns”.

DevSecOps will allow the agency to be steadfast on developing 

new services while reducing the risk of cyber-attacks. To assess your 

team’s readiness for the next step of cloud governance, ask yourself:

1 Do we have full visibility into our cloud infrastructure?

2
Can we easily and effectively find and remediate  

misconfigurations?

3
Do we have automated processes for managing  

cloud operations?

4 Can we find, address, and reduce risks at scale? 
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DevSecOps and Intelligent Observability 

To respond to the need for application security that spans both production (shift-right)  

and pre-production (shift-left), many agencies are choosing to leverage the security information  

that is available from their existing application performance monitoring platform. However, 

most of these application performance monitoring tools are unable to support the number  

of apps, new dynamics, new technologies, massive data flow, new baselines in agencies  

with hybrid and multicloud environments. 

How does automatic and  
intelligent observability  
advance DevSecOps strategies? 

CHAPTER 3
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Built for the cloud

The Dynatrace Software Intelligence Platform is built 

specifically for dynamic hybrid multicloud and cloud-native 

application environments. With the Dynatrace Application 

Security module, the same OneAgent that provides deep 

observability for application performance also provides 

deep observability for security issues. 

This extensive observability data that is already  

flowing through the platform, using automatic and  

intelligent observability, detects, assess, and manages 

vulnerabilities in real time — and with greater accuracy 

than traditional security tests that operate on static code.  

Dynatrace was built from the ground up for cloud  

and cloud technologies and combines automation, AI,  

and the enterprise-scale and speed with continuous 

runtime application vulnerability detection capabilities.  

It delivers the application security that enables DevSecOps 

teams to release software quickly and securely.



100%
visibility

Gain complete vulnerability  

coverage, eliminate manual  

configuration, and never miss  

a code change or new deployment  

with OneAgent® automatic  

and continuous discovery,  

instrumentation, and runtime  

analysis.

90%
fewer false positives

Precisely identify the risk of each 

vulnerability and eliminate false 

positives through contextual  

awareness made possible by  

automated Smartscape® topology 

mapping and PurePath® distributed 

tracing attack-vector analysis.

5x
faster results

Dramatically speed up risk  

and impact analysis, remediation,  

and collaboration with Davis® 

AI-assistance to identify changes, 

prioritize alerts, and deliver precise 

answers about the source, nature, 

and severity of vulnerabilities  

automatically and continuously.

Release software quickly and securely
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The Dynatrace®  

Platform

The Dynatrace® Platform 
enables teams to precisely 
identify vulnerabilities  
found in cloud-native  
workloads and applications 
across the continuous CI/CD 
pipeline and can prioritize 
vulnerabilities based on  
the risk they pose to  
the operation.

OneAgent

The Dynatrace OneAgent 
ensures rich information, such 
as which libraries are called, 
how they are used, whether 
a process is exposed to the 
Internet, and whether an 
application or service  
interacts with sensitive 
“crown jewel” type data. 

This provides much more 
accurate and robust informa-
tion than traditional security  
scanners or behavioral  
anomaly tools because it 
combines security with 
AI-powered observability  
and contextual awareness.

Application Security

The Dynatrace Application 
Security module provides 
automated vulnerability 
detection and risk assessment 
across the entire software 
development lifecycle and in 
every operating environment, 
including dynamic hybrid 
cloud and Kubernetes clusters 
with no manual configuration.

DevSecOps

Dynatrace enables  
DevOps and security teams  
to work together so they can  
understand risk in context, 
using a single platform  
and a common data set. 

This is ideal because when 
DevSecOps teams are aligned 
on the same vulnerability 
intelligence, they can focus on 
things that matter the most, 
eliminate false positives,  
and address the most  
critical vulnerabilities that  
are exposed in production.

AI

The AI and automation  
capabilities at the core  
of the platform help  
DevSecOps teams orchestrate  
application development 
processes at scale, including 
automating code tests and 
quality checks against an 
organization’s SLOs.
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Release software quickly and securely

Most conventional monitoring or observability tools focus on 

collecting and aggregating three principal data types (the three 

pillars of observability) — metrics, traces, and logs. But in modern 

environments, these legacy solutions have limitations with visibility 

and scale. This creates a reactive vs. proactive environment, putting 

the burden on teams to keep it properly configured and up to date 

against dynamic and frequent changes. This does not scale.

The ability to observe everything and keep pace with cloud-native 

environments that rely on agile methodologies, API-driven  

architectures, microservices, containers, and serverless functions,  

is critical.  

By bringing in automation and intelligence, agencies can have  

a tremendous advantage in strengthening their DevSecOps  

strategy. With an automated approach to security enforcement, 

you can advance your team’s ability to safely release new  

applications faster.
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Dynatrace, powered by the AI engine, Davis®, continuously watches entire production and pre-production environments to identify  

any changes and provide precise answers about the source, nature, and severity of any vulnerabilities as they arise in real-time. No longer 

an afterthought, application security becomes a shared responsibility that’s driven by design, helping to break down silos and enabling 

developers to address security issues throughout the software development life cycle.

The Dynatrace difference

Why Dynatrace is radically different:

Automatic

AI continuously analyzes your  
environment and reports on what 
is happening, the business impact, 

and the precise root cause.

Intelligent observability

The explainable AI engine, Davis®,  
built-in at the core of the Dynatrace®  

Platform, processes billions of  
dependencies for real time precise 

answers, prioritized by business impact  
and with root-cause determinization.

Continuous automation

100% metrics, logs, and traces, with 
much more: entity relationships  

and topology, code-level detail, user 
experience, behavioral data,  
all connected and in context.

Cross-team collaboration

A single platform, based on a single  
data model, with answers for dev  

and ops, providing a common language 
and removing the miscommunication  
and friction between teams to enable 

faster decisions and responses. 
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DevSecOps and Intelligent Observability 

DevSecOps for modern cloud applications gives agencies speed and agility, without  

compromising security. Dynatrace provides an automated AI-powered approach to support  

and integrate application security into the process at the start. You can reduce security  

risks without derailing development time and understand the impact of vulnerabilities  

so that risky code never makes it to production.

All of this supports a culture of collaboration with your agency’s development and security 

teams, and allows agencies to build better software, faster, without compromising security.

Conclusion
CHAPTER 4



About Dynatrace
Dynatrace provides software intelligence to simplify cloud complexity and accelerate digital transformation. With automatic and intelligent observability at scale, our all-in-one platform delivers precise answers about the performance  
and security of applications, the underlying infrastructure, and the experience of all users to enable organizations to innovate faster, collaborate more efficiently, and deliver more value with dramatically less effort. That’s why many  
of the world’s largest enterprises trust Dynatrace® to modernize and automate cloud operations, release better software faster, and deliver unrivalled digital experiences. 

@dynatraceblog

Automatic and intelligent observability 
for hybrid multiclouds

If you are ready to learn more, please visit www.dynatrace.com/platform for assets, resources, and a free 15-day trial.Learn more

We hope this ebook has inspired you to take 
the next step in your digital journey.
Dynatrace is committed to providing enterprises the data and intelligence they need to be successful  

with their enterprise cloud and digital transformation initiatives, no matter how complex.
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